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this interactive effect is not high, its significance still allows the opportunity to speculate
on other possible factors not studied here. On
one hand, this finding supports the provisions
of the classical theory of intergroup conflict
and relative deprivation hypothesis that the
community distances itself from potential
competition. On the other hand, we may assume that the perception of the world and
society as highly structured and hierarchical
ones limits the view of the individual to perceive the ethno-national diversity as a contemporary social fact and as positive development
of the modern society. Increased propensity in
people with higher dominance to categorize
the attributed images of the “other” in a prejudiced direction is not conducive to search for
contacts and joint activities. The addition of
low income makes expansion of their perceptions of social interactions even harder at an
integroup level. Hence, their contacts are immediately affected and the distance from others - extended. The prospect of personal prosperity and social development of this type of
personality in similar socio-economic situation is not very good because through closing
their social circle they close their possibilities
for development too.
Some contemporary researchers indicate
(Verkuyten, 2005) that it should not, although
it is widely accepted to consider separate ethnic groups as internally similar in their behaviors and characteristics. Hence, it is necessary
to analyze not only intergroup diversity and
the majority-minority opposition, but also intra-group differences. Such intra-group differences have been outlined in our study. Initially,
the analysis showed that the surveyed Bulgarian Turks, who perceived themselves as having
high-income, demonstrated distances towards
Russians at the same time. The subsequent
moderation analyses specified that Bulgarian
Turkish respondents, who revealed authoritarian attitudes and high income, kept short distances to Russian immigrants. That is to say,
the internal differentiation of the respondents
according to their characteristics and in combination with the overall group propensity can
change the nature of intergroup attitudes and
relations to other ethnic groups.

Conclusion
In this article we analyse a small part of the
survey data on interethnic attitudes in Bulgaria.
Such a partial presentation of research work,
particularly on relations that develop dynamically in the current situation, inevitably provides some risk of distortion or at best – incomplete presentation of the surveyed phenomena.
However, based on the model described above,
the results may be summarized as follows:
• The trends in the effects of authoritarian and
social dominant attitudes for a considerable
quota sample of three ethnic groups in the
country, in their willingness for cooperation
and co-existence with other ethnic communities have been outlined
• A need for development of additional variables to the model has been clarified, including more factors of social-psychological nature, for example indicators of inter-group
competition
• Searches for various and specific features
of outgroup orientations and behaviors are
needed to develop a more comprehensive
model
• Research on intergroup attitudes, distances
and conflicts will develop further to encompass an increasing number of new-coming
groups and communities of immigrants,
refugees and asylum seekers, as far as they
are and will be a crucial factor in the social space that we should learn to willingly
share with diversity of co-others.
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